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Remote and mobile management of electronic lockers
MOBILE APP FOR LOCKERS
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For a remote and mobile management of your electronic locker
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TRANSFORMING LOCKER MANAGEMENT

In today’s business world of multitasking, meetings, phone calls or 
other stressful daily chores, it’s easy to leave your office locker card 
on you desk or in your drawer. At home.

The MyMetraKey (MMK) mobile app works as does any RFID smart 
card or tag - but with two important exceptions - you can remotely 
open or manage a locker, and you can do it without 
a Metra RFID user interface.
 
MMK is a locker design-friendly electronic locking solution as it 
doesn’t visually interfere with modern, clean-line locker designs. 
Something that office interior designers have always wanted. 

MMK is also a great cost saving solution as it reduces the number 
of RFID user interfaces needed for your electronic locking solution.

EASY & SECURE
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EASY & SECURE

TRANSFORMING LOCKER MANAGEMENT

In today’s business world of multi-tasking, meetings, phone calls 
or other stressful daily chores, it’s easy to leave your office locker 
card on you desk or in your drawer at home.

The MyMetraKey (MMK) mobile app works similarly to RFID 
smart cards or tags - but with two important exceptions - you 
can remotely open or manage a locker, and you can do it without 
a Metra RFID user interface.

MMK is a locker design-friendly electronic locking solution as it 
doesn’t visually interfere with modern, clean-line locker designs, 
and is what office interior designers have always wanted.

MMK is also a great cost saving solution as it reduces the 
number of RFID user interfaces needed for your electronic 
locking solution.
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         Remotely unlock and open your locker 

        Remotely book a free rental locker

        Remotely choose size of a locker (if available)  

        Remotely choose the time period for locker usage

        Remotely extend the time period for locker usage

        Remotely end a locker usage - ”release” a locker

MyMetraKey functions can be customised to the specics of each 
locker installation (employee lockers, hot desk lockers, etc.)

A user can manage multiple lockers at multiple locations with 
the MyMetraKey app.

MMK app is available for Android and iOS.
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MMK APP FUNCTIONS

•   Remotely unlock and open your locker

•   Remotely book a free rental locker

•   Remotely choose size of a locker (if available)

•   Remotely choose the time period for locker usage

•   Remotely extend the time period for locker usage

•   Remotely end a locker usage - ”release” a locker

MyMetraKey functions can be customised to the specifics of 
each locker installation (employee lockers, hot desk lockers, etc.) 

A user can manage multiple lockers at multiple locations with the 
MyMetraKey app.

MMK app is available for Android and iOS.
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“LIFE-SAVINGLY” USEFUL

AS A BACKUP KEY
You are in a hurry to get to an early presentation and mustn’t be 
late. You arrive a minute before the start, just enough time to 
take the script from your locker...Huh, where have I left my locker 
card? No problem.

AS A REMOTE KEY
Your colleague needs a case study you have prepared for a 
meeting with an important client but you are stuck at the airport 
in another country, and your case study is locked in your office 
locker? No problem.

MYMETRAKEY IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE USER-FRIENDLY 
AND SECURE LOCKER USE FOR EACH LOCKER USER.

Contact us for more information on the MyMetraKey solution 
for your organisation’s lockers.
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CONTACT US


